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Bugs & Issues - Please report here
Posted by Markz - 28 Sep 2016 02:57
_____________________________________

Ok guys this is a serious thread

I have a close rapport (shuychus in yiddish) with the.guard and the tech support team, and he
requested that if anyone has any issues, they should please post it on this thread, and I will try
pass it on promptly

1. Important: Please specify the 'bug' with as much detail as possible.    e.g. what device
you are using, where you see the issue what mood you were in, which bug spray did
you try, and so on. E.g. "Chat on my Mobile Device (Specify what model) there's this
blue chat circle... 
Warning: Spoiler!

"         
2. Update: Reply here after you see the issue is resolved on your end.   So I can report

that the bug is successfully vanquished

========================================================================
====
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Re: Bugs & Issues - Please report here
Posted by Trouble - 24 May 2017 22:48
_____________________________________

I have trouble when I post with my I-pod, blackberry and my regular PC. When I hit "cancel," it
submits. When I backspace, it removes the entire post. When I click the "add file" box, it brings
me to the Manchester concert, where there was a dangerous woman. Scary stuff!

========================================================================
====

Re: Bugs & Issues - Please report here
Posted by Shlomo24 - 02 Jul 2017 17:32
_____________________________________

On PC the website is taking very long to load. Other websites are fine, but not this one.

========================================================================
====

Re: Bugs & Issues - Please report here
Posted by Markz - 02 Jul 2017 17:40
_____________________________________

Not for me

Warning: Spoiler!
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========================================================================
====

Re: Bugs & Issues - Please report here
Posted by Shlomo24 - 02 Jul 2017 20:04
_____________________________________

I think on Friday or Thursday

========================================================================
====

Re: Bugs & Issues - Please report here
Posted by Markz - 13 Jul 2017 01:16
_____________________________________

TEST

This is an intelligence test for web developers of theguard

the.guard wrote on 01 Oct 2009 21:49:

SHE WAS SO BLONDE...

... she tripped over a cordless phone.

... she spent 20 minutes looking at the orange juice box

because it said "concentrate"

... she put lipstick on her forehead because she wanted to

make up her mind.

... she got stabbed in a shoot-out.

... she told me to meet her at the corner of "WALK" and

"DON'T WALK".
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... she tried to put M&M's in alphabetical order.

... she sent me a fax with a stamp on it

... she tried to drown a fish.

... she thought a quarterback was a refund.

... she got locked in a grocery store and starved to death.

... if you gave her a penny for intelligence, you'd get

change back.

... they had to burn the school down to get her out of 3d

grade.

... under "education" on her job application, she put

"Hooked On Phonics".

PLEASE TRY WRITE HERE

the.guard wrote on 01 Oct 2009 21:49:

 ... she took a ruler to bed to see how long she slept.

... at the bottom of the application where it says "sign

here" she put "Sagittarius".

... she asked for a price check at the Dollar Store.

... it takes her two hours to watch 60 Minutes.

... if she spoke her mind, she'd probably be speechless.

... she thought she needed a token to get on Soul Train

... she sold the car for gas money.
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... when she saw the "NC-17" (under 17 not admitted), she

went home and got 16 friends.

... when she heard that 90% of all crimes occur around the

home, she moved.

... when she took you to the airport and saw a sign that

said "Airport Left" she turned around and went home.

========================================================================
====

Re: Bugs & Issues - Please report here
Posted by Markz - 05 Sep 2017 01:26
_____________________________________

Another test

this is the sh*ttah of most 

========================================================================
====

Re: Bugs & Issues - Please report here
Posted by Trouble - 23 Oct 2017 22:58
_____________________________________

Shlomo24 wrote on 02 Jul 2017 17:32:

On PC the website is taking very long to load. Other websites are fine, but not this one.

So, I've been avoiding this site....for a variety of reasons, some good and some not so good, but
one of the reasons was because it's so freaking slow, and that would lead me to curse. 
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But my time spent here was not for nought. People constantly say that everything bad is really
good (and I guess that all the time twiddling thumbs waiting for next page to load was better
than clicking on all those fast moving sites).

But the other day I really saw the light and realized why it's so good that it takes so long. I was
getting depressed that every time I took a peek at the site, there were tens and eventually
hundreds of "new replies," and I wasn't going to click on each one (for perhaps I would see
some chizuk by mistake). But then it hit me! I clicked on new replies and all the threads showed
up. I clicked view on the first thread, but before the thread opened (which is longer than a
commercial break during my favorite show on cable) I clicked (view on) the next thread and then
the next thread and within several minutes I clicked them all. Gye recognized it as if I viewed
every single thread and next thing I knew, I had zero new replies. 

And here I thought that life sucked.

========================================================================
====

Re: Bugs & Issues - Please report here
Posted by Gevura Shebyesod - 08 Nov 2017 21:06
_____________________________________

bb0212 wrote on 21 Jun 2017 04:43:

bb0212 wrote on 21 Jun 2017 04:38:

Umm... To me it seems like you're making a mockery of a very serious topic. If you think this is
a joke, perhaps you should open a separate thread explaining why you feel that way. But let this
thread remain for anybody who's serious about this. Stop making light of this morbidly serious
topic, please!
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Yo, bb, you gotta take a chill pill. Stop trying to make trouble for Trouble or you'll find yourself
in... In hot water. This whole thread IS a joke, if you're taking this seriously, ya gotta recalibrate
your brain. Seriously. Just relax, breathe, get back to your monster
truck/boat/motorcycle/skateboard/crocs whatever floats your vehicle...

Take a deep breath... It's all gonna be aight...

Interesting bug, you can quote a post from the future!

(must be something with time zones since the posts were made at 11PM)

========================================================================
====

Re: Bugs & Issues - Please report here
Posted by Gevura Shebyesod - 08 Nov 2017 21:13
_____________________________________

Interesting bug... you can quote a post from the future!

It must have something to do with the way the system handles time zones since the posts were
made just before midnight.

BTW I did this with a screenshot, if I would quote it then both dates would show as the 21st.

========================================================================
====

Re: Bugs & Issues - Please report here
Posted by Markz - 09 Nov 2017 00:57
_____________________________________

Gevura Shebyesod wrote on 08 Nov 2017 21:13:

Interesting bug... you can quote a post from the future!

It must have something to do with the way the system handles time zones since the posts were
made just before midnight.
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BTW I did this with a screenshot, if I would quote it then both dates would show as the 21st.

It's for those that have a ODAAT program

Gye has a special 23 hour day time zone

========================================================================
====

Re: Bugs & Issues - Please report here
Posted by bb0212 - 09 Nov 2017 13:33
_____________________________________

Gevura Shebyesod wrote on 08 Nov 2017 21:13:

Interesting bug... you can quote a post from the future!

It must have something to do with the way the system handles time zones since the posts were
made just before midnight.

BTW I did this with a screenshot, if I would quote it then both dates would show as the 21st.

Seems like that poster has multiple personality disorder.

========================================================================
====

Re: Bugs & Issues - Please report here
Posted by bb0212 - 09 Nov 2017 13:35
_____________________________________

bb0212 wrote on 09 Nov 2017 13:33:

Gevura Shebyesod wrote on 08 Nov 2017 21:13:

Interesting bug... you can quote a post from the future!
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It must have something to do with the way the system handles time zones since the posts were
made just before midnight.

BTW I did this with a screenshot, if I would quote it then both dates would show as the 21st.

Seems like that poster has multiple personality disorder.

Woah! No need to judge, just concentrate on your own issues!

========================================================================
====

Re: Bugs & Issues - Please report here
Posted by Gevura Shebyesod - 27 Nov 2017 18:35
_____________________________________

Bug in Public Chat: You can delete your own messages, but lately instead of disappearing it
shows something like "CC^CONTROL_deletemessage_52889:"

========================================================================
====

Re: Bugs & Issues - Please report here
Posted by Markz - 28 Nov 2017 02:00
_____________________________________

Gevura Shebyesod wrote on 27 Nov 2017 18:35:

Bug in Public Chat: You can delete your own messages, but lately instead of disappearing it
shows something like "CC^CONTROL_deletemessage_52889:"

IMHO chats should not be deletable and I'll tell you why

1. Many times I go to the chat and see countless replies by 1 user and cannot understand the
conversation - why did parts have to be deleted by a different user if they were appropriate?

2. Compare to other chat groups - for example - can you delete your group wattsap messages
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(so the group can't see what you posted)? Not that I know of

3. Compare to the forum where you can't delete most of your posts

4. On mobile one can't delete his own chats, so that functionally is restricted from those users
and not universal and therefore should be removed entirely

Let me know what you guys think

========================================================================
====

Re: Bugs & Issues - Please report here
Posted by Gevura Shebyesod - 28 Nov 2017 03:44
_____________________________________

Perhaps it should be like the forum. You can delete as long as someone else didn’t post below
yours. 

========================================================================
====
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